UCOAC Meeting Agenda

2018 May 7th
University of CA, Los Angeles
Physics and Astronomy Building (PAB) Room 3-703, 3rd Floor Conference Room
10.00 am – 5.00 pm

----------------------------
Zoom link
https://ucsc.zoom.us/j/8891664312

Dropbox link for presentation materials:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2wqnarctblk7ch1/AACrfF92WepmHmqh0KM0Ohpka?dl=0

----------------------------
9:30-10:00 Gathering and breakfast

10:00-11:30 Keck SSC report and other Keck topics (Brodie, Barth, Ghez)
Keck SSC Public Meeting Records

- Instrument Status
- Time Domain Astronomy
- Twilight Observations
- Data Reduction Pipelines
- Keck/Subaru Time Exchange
- 5-year Plan
- 2018 Keck Science Meeting (Caltech)
- 2019A UC Keck proposal deadline
- Update on 2018B three-TAC pilot
- 2018-2019 UCO Mini-Grants

11:30-11:45 Break

11.45:12:00 UCOP annual MRU report (due in September) – Data needed from campus representatives (Rockosi will participate remotely)

12:00-12:30 UCLA Infrared Lab Annual Report (Ian McLean)

12:30--1:00 Lunch Break

1:00-2:30 UCO Business (Max)

- UCO Annual Report
- 2018 Keck Funding Transition and new MOU agreement
- Update on Senior Director of Development search
- Update on Deputy Director search
- Lick Update
- Automated Planet Finder (Brad Holden)
- Update on UCO Communications (Ilse Ungeheuer)
2.30-2:45 Break

2:45-3:30 TMT SAC update and other TMT topics (Max, Treu, Lubin)
  - Update on Project Status (Bolte)
  - SAC update (Treu)
  - WFOS (Bundy) and IRIS (Larkin) updates

3.30-4:00 Break

4:00-5:00 Executive Session
  - Keck proposal eligibility
  - Cross-institutional ToO Interrupts for Gravitational Wave events
  - UCOAC membership transition